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. Graduate Follow -up used to be a relatively informal process it Southern Oregon
0

State College in Ashland, Oregon. The only teacher training program within 180 miles,
.

in any direction,-Southern Oregon State'e mission wawa regional one with most of its

. graduates employed within the Stputhern Oregon region.. As a consequence., in yea

peat, facalty'coula visit graduates during their first, year of teaching to o erve

them in their .claAsFooms and to conduct interviews with the grruates and their
N

administrators. Data generated by this informal process was primarily of anecdotal

nature ranging from the accounts of problems encountered in the new teaching position

to the perceptions of graduates and their administrative superiors regarding the

quality and appropriateness of the college's pre-service program. The mission of -the

college hale. not changed, but 'Partly due to fewer teaching openings in the area, and

part17 because of severe budget cuts at the college, this method of obtaining feedback
"

from graduates has become too costly.
a

The Education faculty decided that a self-administered survey of graduate feedback

would have to take the place of the individual visitiation procedure. Our new survey

began with a4list of the teaching iximpetendiel which functioned as the primary

oblectives of our pfe-service program. The lit of thirty-five (35) competepcies had

been assembled over previous years from faculty reviews of research literature, from

interviews with our graduates and from the counsel of experienced teachers within the

reg3o6. The survey requested graduates to rate the importance of each competency to

their sL:r-cess during the first year of teaching. Following ttv & question, the '

k'graduates were asked to indicate their perceptions of their s iii level at each

competency at the beginning of their first Veer of teaching. A third question had the
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t
graduates identify the major source of ,competence. ,Ihat'is, where or\from what

experience did they believe they had gained the most skill relative to each particular

competency. ,Through the.reeponses to these questions, we are assessing the ielevance

ofour program's competenclest he instructional practice of our graduates, the degree

of skill which our graduates .ttrii to to themselves, end the.impect of the various

elements of our pre-service rogram perceived competence.

Our purpose in this paper, however, is not to provide a detailed descriptive case

study of the Southern Oregon pre-service program. Rather, we wish to share our

.strategy for evaluating the effectiveness of teacher education programs that focuses

on the question: How valuable is pre-service teacher educationto the beginning

teacher? Data from our own institution is ptimarily.meent to be illustrative of what

we believe to be an innovative and informative graduate follow-up strategy.
. ,

II. Alternative APProaches to Evaluating Teacher Education Programs

4

Traditional attempts to measurf the impact of pre service programs usually f.:low

one of fwo patterns: observations of graduates or reports of graduates' perceptions.

We present. some advantages and limitations of the4 two approaches and s4e variations

of eacb to explain our choice and to encourage rla ere.to selectian approach that is
.

most suitable to their instiiution.

In the first approach beginning teachers are observed to determine if their

classroom performance demonstrates the behaviersiimplicit in,program goals or

objectives. If, for example, a: stated objective of a program is td develop.

questioning ekills, trained observers visit the cl sarooms of recent graduates seeking

evidence of questioning behavior. ,A more recent ?sion of the observation-based

approach appears to have been spawned by teacher e ectiVeness research. Here, the

sought-after behaviors are-:hose velidated<by teacher fectiveness research rather

than those goals peculiar to a specific pre-service program.

O.

Though a favored approach in empirical research on instruction, the observational

approach is not without some drawbacks as a follow-up procedure. We have .already

po;inted out the cost of .operating such a program. Trained and paid observers are

beyond the finances of many institutions, including our own. Transportation costs are

2



significant. fosides the skill of the observers, the reliability and validity of the
r

procedure is dependent upon such thinga7as adequate observations (one is not 4§nough)
* .

and student and .teacher response .to being observed.

The second'patteru typically used in the evaluation of teacher education programs

is that of relying upon the perceptions of program graduates obtained through,

interviews or self-administered.questionnaires. When surveying the percepiions of

beginning teachers, it is common practice 'to have them rate the degree'to which

program goals were accomplished. The implicit, assumption of this approach isthat
V s

studjnts obtained the skills. associated. with program Objectives solely through the °

formal pre-service teacher education pwgram. Today, that asaumption is being widel

\l,

questioned. The many alternative routes to certification that have be n propoaed

(some, which elimknate.teacher education courses as a requirement) suggest that skills.

needed to become a teacher do not have to be learned in a teacher education,program.

iik

(Boyer, 1984° Thus, ous faculty wanted an instruipeAtiiithat would not only give us some
4

Z. -Infermation regarding the strengths and weakness of ouY program, but also would

provide us with some notion about the impact that various elements outside the-program

had on beginning teachers' instructional competericy.

Anothei common approach, to evaluatio,. using the perceptions of graduates as the

source, is needs assessment. While not exactly a direct evaluation technique of an,

on-going'program; the needs assessment modql has been employed essentially for that

purpose in many institutions, incrudingNour own. (Pigge,41983: DeVoas, 1940)

Graduates identify problems which encounter in their teachi.rig positions.

Inferring from these-problems, evaluators then generate assumptions aboui'the

. effectiveness of the program an well as new objectives or competencies to be

incorpor ted into it. Needs assessment a very popular approach to identifying

pogra(m in a variety of educational
)
settings. We have, however, found the

system .to be leas than satisfactory for the reasons. which follow.

Among the Pi4oblems that we encountered using needs assessment approaches

determining program ends, or'teaching competencies, is that when adielniptered dur:L7

the tenure'of the first or second year of teaching, graduates' responses often covet

many f the broad issues and problems confronting the profession rather than address

-00"the issue of th' appropriateness.OTNour programs'-al144ing competencies.
0

Arici'lonally, the limitation of questionnaires which ask.for a listing of only the
,/
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problems. encountered 8y beginning teemhersis that alyskill area °that" is ''not.
P

idenx if .as i'problem is by impli. cAtion suspect. as being irrelevant to a sound

program. The natural consequence of such ark approaCh to program goal-setting. design,

an5Iluatron is that it leads to a perenial ehd often agonizing reappraisal of goals

followed..by a sometimes deadening"/ exeicise in the reinvention of programsfror the

ground up:- in form, if not in substance. The result of our open-ended,needs

assessment efforts has been mountains of. needs and problems from which we speng hours

generating new lists of competencies and goals. Without alteration, needs assetSment
c

plans that we have u.111.2ed do not provide a mechanism for reducing the heap of
.

perceived problems to manageable terra.

k

o Rejecting needs assessment'and rating program goals for the reasons stated above,

we still became convinced that a survey of our graduates percptioit was 'the befit '

approach for our program. Unlike observation, it was also financially feasible a

not. insignificant consideration.

t
Relying on the perceptionsf teachers to evaluatepre-serviic'e training is,

admittedly. a subjective approach. As such it is vulnerable to .:riticism of bias

inherent in sub]ective judgement. However, in the absence of agreement about the

teacher behavior that represents more competent teaching, other approaches-are also

subjective. They rely on t04.10ectivity of the researcher, the outsIde'aperver'or

.program faculty. who must Select what each b'lievea to be appropriate teaching skills'`

and the methods of their measurement. Our approach trades the subjectivity ca these

,people for'Ithe subjectivity of the teacher; the person' maa4 familiar with the

complexites of the world of the classroom.' Despite problems ofidistprtion,a
incomplete memory and,a temptation to blame insufficient training for classroom '

Inadequacies. the perceptions of beginning. teachers provide a rich a valid resource of,

information. We believe that there are several adVAntageS to the teacher orien4..7..d

approach, to evaluation. 1
ci

First, teachers are the moat informed source about the .problems they confront In

the classroom and their competence in dealing with them. Second, teachers' ow

Individual experience provides a unique base of informatigv about when and where they

gained the competence they need in the classroom. That is, the experience and

perceptions of teachers have their*bwn sp'ecial validity. Third, teachers are the only .

enuine bridge between the training program and the classroom. They alone have been
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in both settings end can recognizt the usefulness of tie program and can compare it 1

with skillsevymed from,other academiesources, life experiences and pi(sonal :
. a

1 1

invention. A four0 advantage of ielying upon beginninl teacher perceptions as a
-, '-t.,' ,

means toevalticee pre-ser,Oce trainig i$ that it allows evaluation of diverse

programs with a multitude of objectives. Teacher reports becbme the common base for
i. -, . ,

.

assessing the Oifectiveness of training in providing skills teachers need on the job.
/

`\,
Ka for Auletlees of "the Study

We designeokeui graduate follow-upcinstrement to seek answers!-to four questions:

1.'How important-do our beginning teachers believe
each of our programs competencies is to teaching
success?

2. How skilled ado they believe themselves to be in'
each competency at' the beginnin4 of their teach-
ing careers?

3. Where,do our graduated,believe they learned each
competency?

4. In relation to other sources of skill hat
contribution does our teacher education program
make to-beginning teachers' teaching competence?

IV. Procedure

A. Sample
,

srk

The data repbrted in this paper was gathered in the spring of 1983 and 1984. The

follow-up questionnaire which we used in this study was mailed to graduates of our

Basic Certificate Program for 'the academic yearsof 1981-82, and 1982-83. (In Oregon,

thisiis the basic 4-year uhiergradqate program in both elementary and secondary
p'

education) Both secondary and elementary graduates were contacted. We contacted only

thcise persons whom we knew to be employed as teachers; a total of approximately 150s

From this cohort, we'received responses from 52 ;.eachers: 32 elementary, 15 secondary

nnd 5 with dual positions (return rate of approximately 32 percent). While elementary
*.)

teachers )utnumbered secondary teachers in the sample, the proporfionscloaely

represent the comparitive numbers of elementary and secondary graduates 114red in those

years. Twelve respondents ha4 gone through the Basic program as graduate students.

Of the remaining graduates, tAree.hsd been in our program only as seniors: nine as

4
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juniors and seniors; nine began as sophomores and 19 been at our institution -es
't

freChmen. These proportions are relativelyFloae to the distributions of students in

Our, teacher education program.

Ourluestionnaire did not attempt to .gather specific degographic data on the

location. school size or type of commdnity in Which the graduates served as teacher's.

However, a check of the addresses to which the guestionnaries were sent suggdsts that

our graduates enter teaching' positions located in rural. small-to medium sized towns.

and suburban communities rather, than large city or inner-city locations. The

demography of rural and small town Oregon is such that one can reasonably surmise that

classrooms are ,predominently Anglo, and from working to middle class backgrounds. If.

such communities contain residents that could be classified as'Culturally or racially

different, they would likely be American Indian or Hispanic. Even so, the proportion

of minority iftchool-age populations in most small Oregon communities served by our

graduates would normally be ;less than five percept.

B. Design of Questionnaire

14/
The questionnaire which was prepared in thi43 study listed'the, 35 primary

ob3ectives of our Basic Certificate program, which are also considered to be the

program's basic "teachip competencies ". We shall refer to these items as

"competencies" throughout the remainder of this-report. For each competency, the

questionnaire requested graduates to respoH to three statements:

1. Indicate the degree to which you feel this competency is
IMPORTANT to your teaching success this year.

2. Indicate the extent to which you feel that you were skilled
in-this competency at the BEGINNING of your FIRST FULL
YEAR of teaching.

3. Indicate the one or two sources (or types of experience)
that contributed the most to your competence at the
BEGINNING of your FIRST FULL YEAR of ttaching.'

In responding to the first question, the graduate was expected to indicate degree

of importance on a four-point scale: 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important, 3

important. 4 = very important. A four-point scale was also utilized on the second

question, dealing with level of skill at the beginning of the first year of teaching:

I . not skilled, 2 = somewhat skilled, 3 = skilled, 4 = very skilled:

6



Our reasoning for asking for a self-evaluation of skill level at t beginning '

of the school year cane from past experience. On similar questionnei " qu'istions
t

we had' noticed that when we askeid our graduates to evaluate.the-r Jt performing

,at our programls competencies, they tended. to evaluate their skill at the time thiy

filled out the questionnaire-- in our case, after' eight months of it'll timeteaceing

experience. Both our experience with beginning teacnars and our knowledge of research

on'begfhning teachers strongly argued that a considerable amount of on-the -fob

learning takes place within the first months of a teaching career. (Hess and Fver,

1972)
\

Answering the qlleption on "sources of competence", the graduate. could list one of

the eight sources as the most,coetributing to his/her level of skill at a given
X

competency. These sources are shown. in Figure 1

(Figure 1 here) J

If the graduate indicated that he/she had been "somewhat skilled ", "skillfid" or

"very skilled" in a particular competency at the beginning of the first year of

teaching, one of the eight sources of competence was to be identifed as the manor

source of tht.t. skill. Respondents were al,o allowed to write in sources,other than

thope listed. Examination of the returned forms indicated that few respondenta.chose

to list other sources. Review of the written responses to!thia alternative revealed'

that only four graduates listed pre-service experiences thatould not be reasonably

categorized under one'of the eight stated sources of competence. This provided some

assurance that our list was relatively inclusive,

Prepared in the form of en eight page questionnaire (see attached Appendix 1 for

copy', the evaluation instrument was mailed to the graduates in April of the two years

of the study. Follow-up letters were sent to remind those graduates who did not

respond within two weeks following the initial mailing. t

d
X

C. Data Collection and Analysla

In reference to the queo(tions on importance of the program's teaching

'competencies, frequency distributions of responses and mean scores on the four -pint

7
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Sources of Teaching Competence

I jr

'Pre-Teacher gducation Experiences

1. Academic undergradue4e Or''''Vt'aduates courses outside of
E cation (Example: courses in your major field, if

ondary, oriin general studies).
1

2. Experience working with youth (summer camp, Boy/Girl
. Scouts. reeligous schools, playground director, etc.)

3. Recollection of the methods and styles of teaching
used by teachers that you hat in public schools

.

Teacher Education -- Pre-Service

4. Academid4toursework in Education courses (lectures,
seminar, methods courses, Education foundations
courses, sicroteaching)

0

5. Practicup experiences that are part of the teacher
education program but are outside of student
teaching '<tutoring, teacher assisting,)

6. Student teaching

Personal Sources

7. Personal invention: skill was developed through
personal study, invention or experience gained p for
to the beginning of the first full year of teachAag.

Other

8. Personal one-to-one counseling and advisement by
individual college staff persons, outside of formal
classes or field experience

7.1

A
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evaluation scale were complied for each of the 35 competenies. The same compilations

were made of respondents' ratings of their perceived skill level for each teaching

competency. The descriptive results of the study are shown in Table 1.

(Table 1 here)

Table 1 provides a comparative representation of the data dealing with the

importance of each of the 35 program competencies. The reader's attention is directed

t90 Column 1 of .the table. Using as a basis for arrangement, the mean sere of

importance of each, the competencies are arradged in descending order, beginning with

"Teacher oral communication skill".

Owing to the ordinal nature of the data generated on the four-point scale, ilean

scores of competency importance were not the major statistic of interest. The

graduates' responses on'this item were treated as a two value variable: scores of

("n6 importance") and 2 ("somewhat important") were treatedtas a single score: in this

case, a low evaluation. Scores of 3 '("important") and 4 ("very important") were

likewise combined into's single value respresenting high importance. Presented in

Columns 2 and 3, the comparative ratings of graduates for each competency are shown as

the percentage of respondents who rated the competency of no okl'little importance as

opposed to those who rated them as high impor'.Anca.

The same treatments were used on the questionnaire responses which dealt with

level of skill at beginning of the first full year of teaching. Column 4 gives the

mean skill level score for allLthose rating themselves on the particular competencies,

while Coluidns 5 and 6 provide the percentage of thosei-who rated themselves low and

high on each competency, respectively.

Combining the information from the importance rating and the skill level rating.

we developed a new statistic which we called the "competency.. gap ". The competency gap

is a figure representing the difference between the percentage of respondents Listing
. .

a 9iven coOpetency as important or very important (Column 3) and the percentage of

those rating themselves as high skilled (Column 6) (see Table 1). Of,partacular

interest were those competencies which our graduates listed as important yet

considered themselves as less than skilled in performaning. Thia.gave us some idea of

the specific areas in which in our graduateg believe they need the most help. We will

8
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VJAMARY OF RESULTS OF OlESTIONS REOLUTINI 93SC PROGRAM SRADLATESI INGENTIFICATICN OF TIE IMPORT-

ANCE AND PERCEIVED LEvs. OF SKILL F(! EACH OF THIRTY-FIVE (35) TEACHING COMPETENCIES

Col. 1 Col. 2.

NEN - PERCENT-
AEt OF

ANCE OE NO OR'

- IiSCUNP COMPETENCIEt awe- mu
,J

'WY IMPORT-

1. Toadsr oral communi-
cation Skill 3.90 8 '

2. Ability to establish pos-
itive class climate 3.88 8

3. Ability to keep students

on task 3.84 8

4. Ability to mit.' .11 methods and

materials to ,Jilitiss/neods 3.64 8

S. Ability to assess needs and
performance 3.82 8

6. Ability to deal with
personal stress 3.82 4

7. Ability to lark with studaits
of different acad. ability 3.82 0

8, Ability to **Ode
student intreFeitI.,,,, 3.80 8

9. Ability to communicate
with par ts 3.78 2

IS. Knowladgo of subject utter 3.78 8

,
11. Ability to adjust methods

to response of students ! 3.74 2

12. Teacher readingekill --13.78 18

13. Ability to organize a variety
of teaching notarial, 3.64 2

14. Teacher spoiling skill 3.64 8

15. Ability to adjust 04024
ing to criticise . ! 3.62 2

16. Teacher writing skill . 3.62 6

17. Ability to moms learning
activities 3.68 4

Col. 3
PERCENT-
AEC or

, HISH
WORT:
AKE g

Col. 4
NON
BRIM-
MINE
LEVEL
OF

Col. 5
PERCDIT-
ASE OF
NO OR
LITTLE
SKILL

'Col.

PERCENT-
ASE OF
HISH

WILL

6

4

180 3.39 6 92

1/4

180 2.88 27 73

lea 2.54 55 45

.

180 2.37 65 33

ISO 2.46 56 44

z,0

96 2.42 52 48

.1

180 2.49 53 47'

105 2.68 46 54

98 2.8$ 32 68 /
188 2.98 29 71 f
,92 2.e2 ;1,-; 64

98 3.68 8 188,

98 2.82 34 t 66

92 3.37 12 88

98 2,98 22 78

94 3.42 2 98
i

96 2.84 32., 68

11
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TABLE 1. (conti

MEAN PERCENT- PEROX MAN PERCENT- PERCENT-
!MOAT- ASE OF AEC OF SEEN- AEC OF AEC OF
AKE OF NO OR NION WINS NO OR NISH
COME- LITTLE IMPORT- LEVEL LITTLE SKILL
TENCY IMPORT- AWE OF SKILL

...AIKE__till____________
18. Ability to work with- adein-

istrators and supervisors 3.54 6 94 2.98 28. 72

19. Ability to move smoothly
from activity to activity 3.52 8 9e 2.64 48 se

26. Ability to relate subject
to student needs/val/exper. 3.49 8 92 2.68 45 55

21. Ability to ildividaalize
methods 3.49 6 94 2.38 64 '36

22. Ability to use effective

closure at end of lessons 3.47 12 so '2.25 67 33

23. Ability to manage number of

on-going activities At once 3.44 4 .96 2.29 58 42

24. Teacher lath skill 3.43 18 se 3.88 22 78

25. Ability to work with
fellow Waters 3.42 12 88 3.12 28 .88

46., Ability to provide students .

(with personal goals 3.41 6 94 2.29 63. 37

27. Ability to match materials
with goals 3.39 12 88 . 2.72 42 58

28. Ability to match meth/set to
affective abLlities/nesde 3.35 14 86 . 2.58 56 144 i

29. Ability to individualize
content 3.35 18 98 2.28 74,, 26

38. Ability to work with students
of different rac/classfethnic 3.34 18 98 2.64 44 36

31. Ability to work with students
of multicultural backgounds 3.27 17 83 2.54 43 52

32. Ability to work with,

handicapped 3.21 17 83 2.17 71 29

33. Ability to handle routine

adsin/instructional detail 3.16 ( 28 se 2.50 44 56

34. Abilityjo state measure-
, able learning outcome 3.89 18 82 2.47 57 43

35. Ability to match meth/materials
to psych-motor abilities/needs 2.96 24 76. ' 2.24 67. 33

-1-71-?ure moments the-- *roma of gradua oTiiitio scored thillii711 or 12riiiirlipor-fliiit
of his competency to your t ing moms."

2 Figure represents the °mintage of graduates who scored
of this competency to your teaching success.'

3 Figure represents the pe-tentage of graduates
skill at begimAing of y%. first full year of

4 Figure represents the percentage of greuatts
skill at beginning of your first full year of

who scored

teaching."

who scored
teaching."

3.2 12

the item (3)

the iteli (1)

the item (3)

or (4) gl 'importance

or (2) on 'level of

or (4) on "level of
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return to the issue of the competency gap in the "Results" section of this report.

e9b.

Sources of.competencpe.data was analyzed in two ways. First, an aggregate picture

was obtained by totaling the number of times each of the eight-sources of competence

was listed (Figure 3). -0While this provided some general information regarding

rela,!-_ive importance of each source, we wanted to know.whicli sources of competence

provided skill for different competencies. For example, did student teaching help

only on "Ability to adjust methods to responses of students", or on "Knowledge of

subject matter". as welt? To obtain this information we categorized the thirty -five

competencies into fi"ve categories, including a "Miscellaneous" one (see Table 2).

V. Results and Discussion

,The first two questions to which this study was devoted can be answered with a

fairly direct reading of the data provided in Table 1.

1. How important do our beginning teachers e',eve
each of ov- program's competencies is to iching
success?

1,1

F

/The ratings of gradL'atea on the importance of the competencies indicates a rather

copistently high score across the 35 items. It appears our first year teachers feel

that all or most of our competencies are important to their teaching. This gives us

some assurance that our program's competencies are, indeed, on track.

Beginning with the competency of "Teacher's oral communication skills", the first

five, and highest rated, competencies have mean ratings of from 3.90 to 3.82, where

the highest possible score would have beer 4.0 (Column 1 of Table 1). The percentage

of high importance figure (Column 3) provides support for the location of these

competencies at the top of the ranking. For each of the highest ranked competencies,

100 percent of he respondents chose a rating score of 3 ("important") or 4 ("very

important"). N more than nine of the program's 35 competencies had less than 90

percent of the respondents rating the competencies less than "important". The lowest

scored item, "Ability to match methods and materials to the psycho-motor abilities

and naeds of students", produced a mean of 2.96, with 76 percent of the graduates

rating the item either important or very important.

9
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2. How skilled do our graduates believe themselves to be
in each competency at the beginning of their teaching
careers?

While our graduates perceived almost all of the competencies as important to their

success as beginning teachers, they did not feel skilled on a number of them. The

fact that the range of reported skill level was much greater (high = 100, low = 26 on

Table 1 Column 6) than that of the importance rating is certainly consistent with our

knowledgeof beginning teachers.. Startirg a new job, especially one as complex as

teaching, can be overwhelming. Everything seems important and one is keenly aware of

one's own inadequacies. It would be interesting to administer our instrument to

teachers at various stages in their career to determine if some things become less

important and if perceived-skill level increases.
Q.

Of more interest than the singular responses on importance or skill level is the

information we generate by looking at them both simultaneously. With the exception of

"teacher reading and writing skills" (#12. and #16), graduates rated themselves lower

on skill level than they did on the importance of the competency. As stated

previously, we refer to this difference as 0 "competency gap". The relative sizes of

the competency gap scan be appreciated by observing Figure 2.'

(Figure 2 Pere)

For comparative purposes, we selected eight of the program's competencies which

represent the extremes in the size of the competency gap. In the case of "Teacher

reading skill" and "Teacher writing skill", the gap is a positive one of +10 and +4,

respectively. That is, for reading skill, 90 percent of the respondents on the item

rated it of hiih-to very high importance, while all (130 percent) rated their ski

level at this basic literacy competency as high to very high, Given the media "hype"

and publicity in national reports regarding inadequate "basic skills" of teachers

today, it is interestinq that these beginning teachers see their own reading, writing,

and, even math shills, as the least problematic issue of their success as teachers.

At the other extreme, on "Ability to match methods and materials to student

abilities and needs" 100 percent of the respondents rated the competency. high to very

high importance. while only 35 percent felt that they possessed.a high or very high

level of skill at this competency. leaving a competency gap of -65. The remaining

competencles represented on the graph include those five With the largest negative

competency gaps. Of those competencies with the largest competency gaps, five of the

10
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, FIGURE 2

DIFFERENCES.BETWEEN RATINGS OF "HIOH".TO "VERY HIGH" ON IMPORTANCE
OF COMPETENCY AN1fRATINGS OF "SKILL D" TO "VERY SKILLED" ON LEVEL
OF SKILL FOR REPRESENTATIVE COMPETENCIES ("COMPETENCY GAP")
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the six relate directly to individuelizating and.peraonalizing instruction. A

complete list of the "competency gaps" is found in Table 2.

Nu.
Table 2 presents data on the competency,gpp for each of the thirty-five

competencies. It is categorized into nine general arec'is, including a catch-all

limiscelleneo)s" category. The most striking observation from this data is that the

(Table 2 here)

mean competency gaps for seven of the nine categories (excluding Knowledge of

Sublezt Matter and Literac , and, Staff Relations) are quite similar. Arranging

competencies into categories *Asks the variation between competencies. Once again. if

wee include tletleof(nould lalteracv3 and, Staff Relations, the

variation between the competencies within the remaining categories is almost as great

as that of the total list of competencies. Our analysis, therefore, will focus op

specific .compstencies rather than upon general categories,a

3. Where do our graduatevbelieve they learned each
competency?

Figure 3 shows the total number of times each source was cited as the-primary

origin of skill, for all respondents, for all 35 competencies. The most striking

finding is that education coursework, one of the most.maligned aspects of teacher

,preparation, emerges as a rival to student teaching. These two sources share top

ratings among our-beginning teachers as the primary sources of teaching skill. Before

we celebrate this finding, however, we must consider that these results may be a

function of the low response rate to the questionnaire. Students willing to take the

time to fill out a lengthy follow-up questionnarie may be positively disposed to our

program, thus skewing the results in favor of our education courses.

(Figure 3 here)

Of the eight potent..al sources of competence, four are clearly selected most

frequently. They are:

1. Academic courses outside Education (16 perceht
of the total)

2. Education coursework (23.8 percent of the total)
D. Student teaching (25 percent of the total)
4. Personal invention (18 percent of the total)

11
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEAN PERCENTAGE OF THOSE REPORTING HIGH IMPORTANCE AND THE MEAN FEMME OF
THOSE RC INS HIGH SKILL FOR EACH CATEGORY OF TEACHING COMPETENCIES

1
PERCENTAGE OF
GUMS LIST-
ING COMPETENCY
OF HIM
IMPORTANCE

PERCENTAGE OF

EMANATES LIST-
T HEMSELVES

OF HIGH
SKILL CS
THE COMPETENCY

DIFFERENCE SEMEN
PERCENTAGE OF
OF HIM IMPORTANCE
AND PERCENTAGE
OF

THIGH
SKILL ON

HE COMPETENCY
0.0..1141,70i

1. 1 read mg sk

2. Teacher writing skill

3. Teacher spelling skill

4. Teacher math skill

5. Teacher oral communication
skill

6. Knowledge of sublet matter

Mean Percentage within category

=MU

7. MilliFEERSstudvrts
of multicultural backgrounds

8. Ability to work with students

of different rac /class /ethnic

9. Ability to relate subject to
student neede/val/exper.

144 Ability to rata meth/mat to
'' affective abilities/needs

11. Ability to match meth/mat to

psycho-motor abilities/needs

12. Ability to work with students
of different aced. ability

13. Ability to work with
handicapped students

14. Ability to erovide students
with pprmx 1 goals

15. Ability to individualize
methods

16. Ability to individualize
content

17. Ability to match methods and
materials to abilities/needs

Mean Percentage within category

99

94

92

82

IN

tr 913

88

78

se

+18

+4

- 4

-4

- a

71
ant.

-29

Po

a.,

83 , 52 -31

90 -34

92 55 -37

85 44 -42

76 33 -43

188 47 -53

83 29 -54

94 37 -57

94 36 -58

96 26 -64

188 35 -65

1 1 .
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from activity to activity

2a. Abil.ifyie use s4ietive
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22. Ability to activate
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23. Ability to keep students
on task .

Mean percentage within category
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24. y o mums learnt%
activites

226 Ability to 4rgenize a variety
of teaching esteriele

26. Ability to match eateria:s
With goals

Mem Percentage within Category

COMM ADMINISTRATIVE

27.

1E6
y to e routine

admin/inatructional detail

26. Ability to menage a number of
on-going activities at once

iften Percentage within Category
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ISO 45
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-46
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TABLE 21 Pert ; Costinued
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raamPercentage within Category

k. MUM=
1.4.;

31. .s y o
fellow teachers

32. Ability to work with Mein-
. istretors and supervisors

Wean Percentage within Category

Cain. iliCELlailiii

334 y etching
to criticism

sus

34. Ability to communicate
with parents

35. Ability to deal with

jobrvelated stress
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164
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OELISS
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FIGV.E. 3

j/COTAL NUMBER OF.TIMES EACH OF THE EIGHT SOURCES OF TEACHING COMPETENCE
WAS IDENTIFIED AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE FOR ALL THIRTY-FIVE COMPETENCIES

0
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ree of these sources lie within the formal educational program of the

insti ution while the fourth, "personal invention", lies without. Of the remaining

four Sources, only "experience working with youth in non-college settings" appeared to

offer some instructional experience for our gradautes (9.4 percent of the total). The

sources of "recollection of methods of past teachers" and "one-to-one counseling by

professors outside formal elemerits of the program" were seldom credited as principal

sources of teaching skill.

111The "practicum" source is peculiar,toour college's program. It is a pre'-student

teaching field experience in which candidates sp6nd time observing and working as a

teacher aide in the opening week of the public school. If' a lerger response rate

supports this finding. we must rethink the wisdom of keeping this part of our program

intact. The important point to be made is that our instrument has demonstated an

ability to locate an element of a program that would appear to have little to

recommend it in its present fora-- at least in the minds of our graduates. The

ability of the instrument to investigate the contribution of other sources can be

illustrated further, as we addrose the fourth question of the study.

4. In relation to other sources of skill, what contrib-
ution does our teacher education program make to
beginning teachers' teaching competence?

In looking at the aggregate data presented in Figure 2, teacher educators could

take haart. Two program elements, education courses and student teaching, account for

about half of the total ratings for sources of competence. While this is informative,

it is more useful to program revision to know ia which specific teaching areas do the

various sources provide competence. Table 3 provides this information f.:cr. reports of

skill sources for each specifj.e teaching competency. In constructing the table, we

used the same categories in grouping competencies as we used in construction of Table

2.

(Table 3 here)

Our graduates did indeed discriminate oetween sources when considering individual

competencies. idditionally, graduate ratings conformed to the understanding our

faculty had where we assembled our program's 35 competencies. While the competencies

we chose were believed to be essential to classroom and professional perfJrmace, we

did not assume that all were the Products of our formal teacher education program. As

12
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF OUESTIONS REOJESTING SCGC PROSRi$4 GRADUATES' IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES OF COMPETENCE RELATING

TO EACH OF THIRTY-FIVE 135) TEACHING COMPETENCIES: NURSER OF GRADUATES INDENTIFYIKI PARTICULAR SOURCES UNDER EACH COMPETENCY

EKIWWIVEKI
COMIC NONOOLLEEE CALL OF EDUCATION PRACTICUM STUDENT ADVICE -PERSOM.COMM EXPERIENCE PAST COURSES . TEACH11$3 OF PROF INVENTION

4.

"CATESDRYI

Syrry

4;11:11

1. Teacher reodin8 skill 1111I

3 2 1 12

2. TeaCher.writinr skill 27 2 .2
1 1 11

3, Teacher spilling skti) 26"' 3 2 1 14

4. Teacher math skill 36 2 4 1

5. Teacher oral OOMMUAi -

cation skill 26 .10 2 2 12

6, Knowledge of Subject tatter 29 5 4 3

Totals for Cats 1F.3 5 12 18 8 7
Percentage of Total 1.1 4.4 6.5 2.9 2.6 22

CATEGORY'
. TO

-111JMNTS

VIA M6 COMPETENCIES
7. i y to work with students

of eulticultural backgounds ar 1 1$ 3 9 2 6

6. Ability to work with stockiits

of different roc/class/ethnic 1 14 2 11 3 3 8

9. Ability to Watt wibject
to student needs/vil/exper. 4 7 1 12 1 I; - 8

16. Ability to match seth/eat to
affective abilities/needs 4 16 1 17 - 6 1 6

11. Ability to match sith/materiel

to psycho-motor abilities/need 5 1 - 19 2 16 2 2

12. Ability to work with students
of different aced. ability 3 7 - 9 3 18 - 4

13. Ability to *ark with
handicapped 2 3 - 26 3 3 2 4

14. Ability to p-'hide students
with mmrsona goals 2 4 2 15 1 12 - 8

15. Ability to individualize
methods 4 7 1 13 ? 15 - 5

16. Ability to individualize
content

, 4 1 2 28 3 13 S

17. Ability to match methods and ,

materials to abilities/needs 6 2 21 2 13 6

Totals for Caisgory 36 66 12 166 23 . 116 5 62
oarcentage of Total 7.4 13.6 2.5 34 4.7 23.9 12.8

1 :?. . 1
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2/11 31 Part I (Continued)

igaliffUNEEKE
ACADEMIC NC4CILLEEE RECR.1. OF EDUCATION PRACtICUM STUDENT ADVICE PERM.
COMES EXPERIENCE PAST COURSES TEACHING OF PROF INVENTION

IMMO
CATEGORY:

18. Ability to us

to response of students 3

19. Ability to move smoothly
from activity to activity 3

28. Ability to use effective

closure at end of lessons 5
1

Totals for Cat
Percentage of 1:::1

CATEEORY:
IT 4:T II

11':kat

T-.

al. A 1 ity o as ab sh.doe-
itive class climate

22. Ability to motivaie
student-interest

11

7.9

4

@7

23. Ability to keep students
on task 3

1' t

Totals for Category 14
Percentage of :otal 9.6

CATEECIAY:

MBA§

2e. ility to sequence learning
activitis 6

25. mbility to organize a variety
of teaching materials 6

26. Ability to utcn materials
with goals 4

Totals for Category 16

Po pctritago of Total 18.9

CATO:6Yr
A001NIVREIVE

27. eilty to a I routine
P.:. If&

admi n/ instruct Joni detail 1

28. Aboty to manage timber of
activities at once 1

Totals for C.atepry
Percentage of Total

2
2.4

4

4

2 411%

9

111

11

1

1

3

21

, ES-.

18

-

-

1

9

9

5 ,

10 30 5 59 1 23
7.2 21.6 3.6 42.4 0.7 16.5

,

1 3 a

5
3 12 - 12'

4- 3 le c61- 3 12 - 9

9 1 3 3 25 - 4

cd 7 21 9 49 25
13.8 4.8 14.5 6.2 33.8 17.2

4 1 21 3 4

3 2 16 4 11 6

3 1 23 3 9 8

10 4 6e

16.8

29 18
6.8 2.7 48.8 19.7 12.2

.(

3 1 4 25 1

a 26 1 s

11 ola 51 2 13
12.9 68 2.3 15.3

11.2
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TABLE 31._puti (coninued)

WISILIEICEIMENE
ACADEMIC NONCOLLEGE RECALL OF TION PRACTIOJA STUDENT MICE PERSOWL
COURSES EXPERIENCE PAST. COURSES TEACHING OF PROF INVENTION

CATEGORY;wow
macklim COMPETENCIES

29. Rbility to state WASUM
able learning outman

38. Ability to assessnolds and
perforsancs

Totals for Catogory
Percent pit of TOW

CATEGORY$

OFF RELATIONS

31. Eitytoorwi
pillow timbers

32. Ability to work with admin-

istrators and supervisors

Totals for Category
Percentagt of Total

CATEeORY1

ogigiakeli

TEACHING

31. Ability to ad ust teach-
ing to criticism

34. Ability to comiunicatt
with went'

35. Abilit to deal with
job - rebated stress

Totals for Catagory
Percentage of Total

3

2

-

3

1

1

36

26

2

3

6 :

12

-

1

1

'1

5

5.1

3

3
3.1

4

4

2
2

441

62
.63.3

1

f 5
5.1

1

18

18;4

-S.

14

15

1

1

2

3

2

18

17

3

3.6

2

-

2

8

9.6

3

7

5

Clo

i

-

1

1.2

9

1

3

2
2.4

1

1

29
34.9

16

14

7

5

6

2

2

3

35
42.2

11

13

21

4

3.2
15
12.1

1

8.8
13

18.5
2
1.6

37
29.8

7

5.6
45

36.3

12

TOTAL FOR EACH SOURCE 252 148 39 316 56 396

PERCENTPX OF TOh.1 16 9.4 2.4 23.8 3.5 25.1



stated previously, we determined that of the eight sources of competence chosen for

study, three (education courses, practicule experience and student teaching) were

considered to be located within the formal education program. For aore of the

competencies, we expected that graduates would cite sources u.thin the education

program more likely than outside Sources. Aa an exarple, student teaching is chosen

by 42 percent of the respondents who identified sources of skill for the three

competencies under leliverx, while less than 3 percent recognize it as the primary

source of skill under Knowledge of Subject Matter and Literacy. In this latter

category 60 peicent of the reapondenta chose academic courses as the-major source of,

knowledge, not education courses or student teaching: a finding that'would be expected

if one follows the logic that knowledge of subject matter literacy skills are most

likely learned in courses primarily devoted to those purposes.

Personal invention figur,-, presented us with aome support for assumptions that we

held about our program prior to this study. The figures also presented some surprises

and more than e)modeat arount of indecision about how personal invention's

contribution to graduates' teaching competency should be interpreted. The\totals on

the thiid page of Table 2 indicatOtahat this item was the, third highest ranked. source

of teaching competency (18 percent of the total).

In the competency of ability to deal with job-related stress, we were not

'surprised to find 51 percent of the respondents crediting personal invention, while a

total of 24 Percent chose education courses, practicum and student teaching as the

primary sources of skill. For the past several years our faculty Ives struggled with

the belief that stress is a persistent problem for beginning teachers. Yet, to date,

we have developed no specific course offerings or field experiences too address the

issue. Thus, the graduate is left to rely upon his or her own inventiveness for
. .

adjustment and solution.

Within the category of Staff Relations, we were somewhat surprised that

personal invention was given a comparatively high rating (42.2 percent) as a source of

skill in the area of ability to work with fellow teachers, administrators and

supervisors, owing to the fact that interperk. ?Aril communication skills have been a

part of (Air formal education course curriculum for several years prior to this study,.

In the staff relations category, education courses were 1;,,sted as primary source by

only 1.2 percent of the respondents.

13
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Whet is to made of these data? We are far from sure. Assuming that a larger

response rate supports our findings,.are we to conclude that our program is weak in
es ,e.

any category. or competency where personal invention ig given significant credit,
4.

compared to teacher education sources? Or should we credit our program for having

selected resourceful and inventive people? Probably neither interPretation ils'as

appropriate as the recognition that.the unpredictability and complexity of the

teaching task will always mean that the unique, personal abilities teachers bring to

their work are bound to be significant. Should we rejoice in the finding that

teaching demands many things of-its practitioners, not the least of which is human

invention? Should we allow urselves to hope that in some regard our program both

encourages and culti(P( es invl ntion and creativity?

As a postscript to our discussion of the results concerning sources of teaching

competency, we refrain from suggesting that our data proves that our education program

is more effective in preparing teachers than is our academic undergraduate and

graduate liberal arts and science program. tbe ratings given teacher education sources

exceed that given to academic courses? but the ratings given to any of the sources is

dependent upon the number and character of the particular teaching competencies we

have chosen, to examine. One could raise the rating given any source simply by

increasing the list of competencies which are closely related to what is likely to be

learned from that source.

VI. ,MPLICATIONS

This study has implications in three areas: methodology, possible areas for

assessment of our teacher education program, and insights regarding design of graduate

feedback studies. In the first area, we wiah to emphasize our awareness that our

response rate is too low to place complete confidence in the accuracy of our analyses.
O

We have allowed ourselves the luxury of apeculat.eg about what the data might be

telling us. but we know that we must substantially increase our response rate before

we can place great store in the results. To improve reeponae rate, we plan to ahortrn

the instrument, make follow-up telephone calla to non-reapondenta, and elicit the'Y

support of our graduat.ea in contacting their colleagues to encourage them to respond.

14
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As far as an assessment of our teacher education program, we will present some

areas of interest that we will be examining with a larger sample of our graduates over

the next few years. Given this caveat, we do think that the data provides some

interesting patterns that may or may not be substantiated by a larger response rate.

Our analysis of the data has led us to conclude that all of the program's

competencies are viewed as important by our graduates. What the compentency gap

concept indicates is the areas in which our graduates need the most help. The larger

the gap, the more help is assumed to be needed. In view of the fact that our

follow-up instrument is meant to be a means of evaluating our program's effectiveness,

it is more precis, to view the competency gap as indicating which teaching

competencies need to be otrenthened within the existing pre-service program. Further,

if we combine our findings dealing with sources of teaching competence to these,

we gain some confidence as to where, within our program, we ought to concentrate

eur efforts.

To illustrate the above point, we have noted that our graduates rate themselves

low in skill in "Ability to match methods and materials to abilities and needs of

students" (a competency gap of -65). Consulting Table 3, 017, we find that 21 of the

'respondents who felt that they possessed a modest to high level of skill on this

competency credited education courses as the primary source of their skill, while 13'

recognized student teaching. Taken together, 68 percent of the respondents chose

either education courses or student teachiwas the primary sources of their ability

for this competency. This finding suggests that teacher education sources are

significant to this particular competency. The finding does not suggest, however,

that our teacher education program is successful in fostering this competency --far

from it! What we believe it does suggest is, that to raise skill level in this

area, program modification efforts might well be focused upon changes in both

education courses and student teaching.

A similar conclusion might not be warranted by the examination of 'Ability to

assess needs and performance", located under Asseaskent in Table 2. The

competency gap for 030, "Ability to assest needy and performance", is relatively high

(-56), indicating that assessing student needs and performance may deserve-to be a

focus of our program modification work in the future. Consulting Table 3 for the same

15
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competency, we find that more than twice as many graduates (26 or 53 percent) chose

education courses, opposed to student teaching (12 or 24 percent), as the source of

their perceived skill. These findings auggest that formal education courses, as they
((

relate to teaching our students assessment procedures, are the appropriate place to

focUs our change efforts.

Before progressing into further analysis of our findings, it must be acknowledged

that one important insight is not available through our analysis: It is one thing to

identify which competencies graduates feel themselves poorly and highly qualified in

performing. It is soAething else to establish a precise cut-off score that identifies

those competencies whi.11 need to be strengthened in our program from those where

graduates likely posiess adequate skill level. Does a competency gap of ,65 indicate

real and demonstrable inability to perform in the classroom? Is a score of -31 just

as convincing? It is likely that all teachers feel themselves less than skilled in a

variety of important instructional akill areas at the outset of their careers. Some

of,these feelings are no doubt confirmed by. performance: others are primarily the

manufacture of the emotional insecurities which accompany being a new teacher. Now

great must the difference between perceived importance and perceived skill level for a

particular competency be, to command our attention? At this point in our instrument's

design, using ordinal data, we are not cure. Given this limitation, we nonetheless

find some interesting patterns in the competency gap data which we feel suggest both

the need for and the location of program change.

Figure 2 presents the six competencies with the largest negative competency gaps..

Among these competencies are the abilities to keep students on task, assess needs,

individualize methods anc4 content and personalize goals. We account for the

competency gaps in these skill areas by relying on our own informal assessment of the

instructional, skills needed by the practicing teachers with whom we work. By our

estimate, the six competencies are among the most demanding end difficult

Instructional skills to master. We were surprised by the uniformity of size of these

competency gaps, but not by the'fact that many of our graduates found themselves

limited in their ability to perform well in these areas. Experienced master teachers,

who serve in an advisory capacity to our faculty, have brought these needs to our

attention a number of years.
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This study has helped us identify several areas which we want to examine more

closely with more respondents. More important, however, we have found that (Air

instrument works. That is, beginning teachers were able to identify sources for their_

skills on some fairly general teaching competencies. Using this approach, teacher

educators can begin to gain some understanding of the particular components of their

programs that are perceived as useful to the beginning teacher and those, which are
not. They can compare the success of these components to other sources of competence

outside of their program, thus achieving some insight into the types of akills,teacher

training can and cannot provide. We hope that this approach will be useful to..---

researchers who wish to explore the impact of experience on perceived compOense- and
sources of competence. Hopefully, such research, together kith graduate feedback

studies, will acid to the knowledge of teacher needs. Such knowledge is essential to

developing good pre-service and inaervice programs.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our questionnaire elicited Answers to three interrelated questions: 1. According

to our graduates, what are the important competencies for success as a beginning

teacher ?; 2. How skilled do they believe themaelves to be as beginning teachers ?; 3.

Where do they think they obtained their skills?

We found that our graduates generally perceive the formal competencies that our
111,

faculty has chosen for our program to be of signficant importance. We found that

these graduates generally do not percei4 themselves to be as highly skilled in

instructional and individualization competencies as they do in basic literacy and

interpersonal skills. We concluded that the difference between perceived importance

and perceived level of skill, at each competency, is a significant item of interest.

We determined it to be a suitable mechanism for identifying elements of our program in

need of improvement. Our findings dealing with sources of competence deserve more

elaboration.

Comparing teacher training as one, but only one, potentiel source of competence is

a new approach to graduate feedback. Unlike more common assessments where graduates

simply rate or comment on various components of the teacher training program, our
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questionnaire wau structured to obtain information identifying those skills the

program transmits and those that are learned elsewhere. ,Thus, the teacher education

program cannot get either all the credit or all the blame for the skill level of

graduates. By examining the frequency with which teacher education is listed as a'

source of competency with other potential sources, one learns something about the 4

relative impact of each.

In regard to the findings concerning our program, we were impressed by the

comparative strength of the teacher eduation component of our program; i.e.:

education courses and student teaching. Assuming support for the findings from a

larger sample, there are more important conclusions. As a result of our design, we

can choose more precisely the target of our change efforts. We can direct our

attention to changing the curricula of our formal education courses, strengthen

student teaching, or re4 on personal invention-- depending on the evidence at hand

concerning the relative effect that each source has on the particular competency that

happens to be under consideration.

Another conclusion which we draw from our study concerns tqf relative influence

that personal invention has on becoming an effectiv,e teacher. We did not design our

study to determine whether pre-service training is clearly the primary source of what

most experienced teachers coma to know about teaching. Although our study was

confined to,,only, pre-service experiences, the contribution of personal invention to

teaching skill, suggests support for the common wisdom of on-the-job experiences as

the single most contributing source of competence.

4

We tend to agree with Phillip Jackson's observation about the ,"unpredictability",

"complexity" and "imaidiacy" of classroom tasks. Jackson argues that because of these

characteristics much of the teacher's competence is based on intuition rather than

knowledge.

"Given the complexities of his work, the to 'Jr must learn
to tolerate a high degree of uncertainty aa. .-biguity. He
must be content with doing not what he known in right, but
what he thinks or feels ib the most appropriate action in a
particular situation. In short, he must play it by ear."
(Jackson, p. 167)

If Jackson is correct, our graduates perceptions about personal invention are not

condemnations of our program but natural consequences of the nature of teaching and

learning in the classroom. We have no reas.on to believe that teacher education makes

18



no impact on the skill with which our graduates/teach. We do however, make allowances

for the extension of teaching skill through experience.

Results from a largerfresponse rate over the next few years will make the new

follow-up questionnaire a useful tool for establishing priorities in'our efforts to

improve oir piegram. It will also give us base-line data Wgainst which to evaluate

future change. A realistic goal for a pre-service program would unlikely'be to reduce

these competency gaps to zero. Instead, it would be to shorten the)gap while keeping

in mind that beyond the impact of-pre-service training, on-the-jo6 experience

contributes highly to the ultimate skill level of teachers.

We close this report by riiinding the readei that our purpose was not to gain

e/

Information about possible new missions for our basi certification program. We do

not argue for a widening of pre- service training. e.hold to the notion that it may

be better to do a few things well than many superficially. We are attempting to find

out the value that our g.zaduates place on the skills we consciously try to teach them.

We are attempting, also, to find out how well Qe are accomplishing our objectives and

which elements of our progria are the moat salient in this quest. Once we possess a

more accurate understanding of these issues, we can begin to think more realistically

about what can be learned and what constitutes the beat environment for our

students to become competent teachers.
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BEST COPY AVAiLABLE
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,vorAIE ioLow-ur EVALUATION

cENERAL INFORMATIoN

INSTRUCTIUNS
Pie first series of questions require you to give general descriptive
intormationahout yourself and your work at Southern Oregon State
(ollege. Please respond to each item by: 1) circling the number of
the answer or. 2) by filling in the blank that corresponds to you.

I. When did you finish your education fur your Basic teaching
redential?

I. 1983
2. 1982

3. 1981

4. 1980

5. 1979
6. 1978
7. 1977
8. Prior to 1976

. 2. Which years did you attend Southern Oregon State College?

1. As a graduate, working on a Basic Credential
2. As a senior, only
3. As a Junior and senior
4. As a sopomore, junior and senior
5. As a freshman, sophomore, junior-and senior

3. In what area do you hold a Basic Credential?

1. Elementary
2. Secondary
3. Both

4. Indicate any Special Endorsement area that you may .hoid from
Southern Oregon State College.

1. Reading
2. Media
3. Handicapped Learning

a 4. Early Childhood Education
5. MaTh
6. Supervision

It you hold a Secondary Basic Credential, what subject area(s)
are you endorsed ro teach? .Please write in your response

if anVs xtra-aAy assie,ercrt:. d- y..11 carry in your
Irtent asslume,,t' Include tl,',th oaid am! non-paid assignments.

111..---.1
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7. What is your current teaching assignment? (A junior high assignment
should he lik,ted :.econdarv; a middlr s.hool assignment to which
you Jr0 assignelfa sixth grade class as the majur part of your
load should Kee listed as elementary. If you hold mote that one
assignment, che.k each joh held).

I. Regular Classroom Tea.:her: Elementary
2. Reading SpeoTalist: Elementary
3. Media Specialist: Elementary
4. Handicapped Learner Specialist: Elementary
5. Early Childhood Specialist
6. Math Specialist; Elementary

7. Regular Classroom Teacher: Secondary
8. Reading Specialist: Secondary
9. Media Specialist: Secondary
10. Handicapped Learner Specialist: Secondary
II. Math Specialist: Secondary

8. At the end of the current academic year (June), how many lyears of
teaching experience will you have completed since receiving yolir

Basic Credential? (Do not count student teaching or substitute

teaching; For fra.ctiuns of years, round off to nearest whole number)

1. One (1) year
2. Two (2) years
3. Three (3) years
4. Four (4) years

5. Five (5) years
6. Six (6) years
7. .even (7) or more years

****************************************************** *****************

The next three questions ask you to rate the componen of your teacher

Education program at Southern Oregon State College using the following

:cafe: 1 = Irfa'dequate, 2 = Barely Adequate, 3 = Good, 4 = Very Good

9. Generally, how would you rate the required professional education
courses as preparing you for your first teaching position, after

finishing the program --(includes all Education courses, plus field

experience)? Circle the number of your choice of responses.

1. Inadequate
2. Barely Adequate
3. Good
4. Very Guod

10. Cr how would you rate the General Studies. program in preparing
you for yout first teaching position?

1. Inadequate
2. Barely Adequate
3. Good
4. Very Go;lif

II.*** For Secondary leacher, OnIvo." Gent-rally how do you rate the
preparat ion that ytm re( c v,d in your e:Idorsement or major ,aihject

In" oil S"tIt her n I levo, prepar Inc you 1@r YOU,'

I I I . ! ir 1i I 1-

I . I11,:1 II
alai I it

I.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
toN OF I EACH IN(; Ci)MPFIUNCII:S-

In order for the Education Deportment, ,it s(ISC, to effectively
ovAluato the cut resit reacher Educatton Program, we
need to know what graduates feel were important acid unimportant
eleMentsiof the program, relative to their teaching careers.

the tollowlog list of items contains a number of teaching
competencies which. beginning and experftwd teachers believe
ere esseptial to successful teaching.

We want to know your opinions about the importance of these
teaching competencies; how well you feel that you were prepared
in these competencies by the beginning of yo'ir teaching career;
and what elements, if any, of your college education do you
nelieve were sources of skill in these teaching competencies.

It is unlikely that beginning teachers feel as skilled in some
of these competencies as do teachers with several years of
experience. It is also unlikely that all teachers agree as to
the level of importance of each competency that is 'necessary-
for success in teaching.

In this section, we ask you to respond tothree questions:

Firstyou are asked to determine the IMPORTANCE of each
competency to your teaching success;

o

Second, how skilled do you feel you were in each com.otency
at the BEGINNING of your FIRST FULL YEAR of .'aching
(your first full-time paid position after completing
teacher training);

Third, WHERE you believe you obtained the level of skill that
you identify under each competency.

0

.1111111.
I N s TNUC1 loNs

I. Column I

Iii Column Number I, indltate tho deroo to whith you tool this
,ompetency is IMPORTANT to your teathing this year, even
though this shay not he your first year el Loathing.

I not mpt2rtant
1 somewhat important
1 . important
4 = very important

2. Column 2

In Column Number 2, indicate the extent to which you feel that you
were skilled in this competency at the BEGINNING of your FIRST FULL
YEAR of teaching.

1

2

3

4

not skilled
somewhat skilled
skilled
very skilled

4 4/
3. Column 3

In Column Number 3, indicate the one or two sources (or types of

r
experience).that co tributed the most to your competence at the
BEGINNING of your FIRST FULL YEAR of teaching.

Refer to the sepatate list of "SOURCES OF COMPETENCE KEY", on blue
paper, which is folded within this questionnaire, and use the letter
key to identify the source from which you gained skill in each
competency.

If you indicated in Column 2 that you are "not skilled" in a
competency, leave Column 3 blank for tdat competency.

If you indicated in Column 2 that you had some degree of skill in
dealing wit the competency (a score of 2, 3, ory4), complete
Column 3 for that competency. Indicate the letter that represents
the major 'source of competence If another source contributed
significantly, list the second source under the first letter (see
the example below).

(EXAMPLE'

In the example below, the teacher states that knowledge u( subject matter is "very important" (4)
to teaching success (see answer in Column 1). In Column 2, the teacher scores film /herself as
"somewhat skilled" (2) at the beginning of his/her first year of tea king. In Column 3, the
teacher determines that the miler source(s) of skill in subject mattr was from "academic tinder-
v.raduate or graduate courses outside bf Education" (A). In addition, the teacher feels that a
second siemilicant source of skill In the area of knowledve of subject matter came from his/her
experieruc in "academic courework in Edutati,:n ,ourt,e?." (see the letter 'D' under the 'A' to
c.ilumn 1) .

I . A k 9%.* . 1,9 ' t rt

19 r./.. whit It . t co. I)
_ . .

( .1)11 t N

imp,,rt.tot
rt.ii

4

11.0
1,,."ning t

2

(.1.C:0:. I

SLirt ..1

ir I KI /1C:tt
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GHAIMATY WI LOW-UP 1ALOATI6)N ITEMS

TEACHING COMPETENCIES

LoLUMN 1

Impoltance of this, com-

petency to your tea.h-
ing surcess

1 not important
2 = somewhat important
3 important
4 w very important

colvMN tifl.UMN

leve skill at
BECI'NING o your PIRST
FULL YEAR or teachin4

1 = nor, skilled
2 = somewhat skilled
3 skilled
4 = very skilled

h"rit..-e of Cmpet.ince

(A - H)
Refer to the "Sour.es of
Tachins Competent KO

Indi,are the letter on
the KEY which repro
the major source of kcom-
petence at the BEGIN INC
of your FIRST FULL Y: R '

of teaching. List a
second source under t e
first: choice, if you' eel
olit it is significant.

1. A kn-wledge of subject matter taught in courses
which you teach

2. Ability to clearly state learning outcomes in
mesurlble terms

3. Ability to assess student performance and needs
prior to and after instruction

4. Ability to identity 'methods and materials that
are appropriate to the learning litedsnd
abilities of students.

5. Ability to identify methOn and materials that
are appropriate to the psychomotor needs and
abilities of students

6. Ability to identify methods and materials that
are appropriate to the affective (attitudes
and values) needs and abilities of students

7. Abf ity to organize a variety of teaching
materials that can be employed in the classroom

8. Ability to match materials to the goals of
lessons

9. Ability to place learning activities in
appropriate sequence for instruction

10. Ability to introduce lessons in such a way
as to motivate student interest

11. Ahilitv to provide for individual
difference* in content used in tathing

12. Ability to ptovide for individual differences
in merhluis used in r:tilling

:011it t .Idlest I v.it hin4 mot hod,
t..1, t rospun C.` ,1 !.tudent

t
..11..!!tct dith(.111 1sluy. student
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TEACHING COMPETENCIES

------------
15. Ability to end lessons in such a way as to

iohure students' retention of information
.....

of this
potency to vont- ce.loh-

Eng succesh
4

m not important
1 = somewhat impottdut

= important

very iratiortant.

16. Ability to handle routine classroom administra-
tive and instructional teaks without interrupting
student learning

COLUMN :

Level of skill At
1EGINNINC of vur

.Y1-1Ak of te.whin)'.

I - not skilled
2 = somewhat skilled
3 = skilled s
4 . very skilled

to114
4

s,.ices 01 Competence

kA - H)

keter to the "Sources of

Competence Key"

10dicate the letter on
the KEY which represents
the major source of com-
petence at the BEGINNING
of your FIRST FULL YEAR
of te4ching. List
second source under the
first choice, if you .feel
that it is signticant;

17. Ability to manage a number of on-going activities
or groups of students at the same time

18. Ability to keep students on task during classroom
activities and study time

19. Ability to establish a positive classroom
climate lot learning

'20. Ability to work effectively with students of
different cultural backgrounds

21. Ability to work effectively with students of
different social class, racial or ethnic
background

22. Ability to work effectively with students of
different intellectual and academic ability

23. Ability to provide opportunities for students
to develop personal goals

24. Ability to re Ate subject matter and betty-
ities to personal needs, values and experience
of students

;5. Your own skill in reading
-

:b. Your own skill in spelling

411 Ssi I I in wy it in?

:P. Y,If Alt1 In mAth

In r i.q,
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IfACHING COMPETENCIES

O

COLUMN I

importance of this com-
ptency to your teeth-
ing success

not important
2 somewhat important
3 . important
4 very important

(1/1.11MN

Level 01 skill at
BEGINNING of your FIRST
FULL YEAR of teaching

a nut skilled
2 = somewhat skilled
3 - skilled
4 very skilled

cOLUMN'i

Sourc'es of Competence

- H)

Refer to the "Sources of
Teaching'Competence Key"

Indicate the letter on
the lay which represents
the major source of com-
petncelat the BEGINNING
of yotir -FIRST FULL YEAR
of teaching. List a
secondsource under the
first choice, if you feel
that it is significant.

30. Ability to work with fellow teachers in a
productive man..er

31. Ability to work with administrators and super-
visors in a productive manner

32. Ability to deI x,ith and control the stress-you
may experience in our teaching position

33. Ability to mainstream handicapped students in
your classroom

34. Ability to adjust teaching strategies in
response to constructive criticism

35. Ability to communicate effectively,with parents

39
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SOURCES'OF TEACHING COMPETENCE KEY

111 14°Atitt******************************0**** ***********************AA ts*A4 at A*Air***

USE IN SCORING OLUMN THREE (3)

***********************************&* **************************************

Sources of Competence2AtlelinaLIELIIILIliwFull Year of Teaching

TEACHER EDUCATION EXPERIENCES:

I A

Experience

Academic undergraduate or graduate courses outside of Education
(Eiample: courses in your major field, if secondary, or in
General Studies)

Experience working with youth (summer camp, Boy/Girl Scouts,
Sunday School, playgriound director, ESCAPE Program, etc.)

Recollection of the methods and styles of teaching used by
teachers that you had in public schools

TEACHER EDUCATIONPRE-SERVICE:

Lei

PERSONAL. SOURCES:

H

Academic coursework in Education courses (lectures, seminars,
methods courses, Education foundations courses, microteaching)

Practicum experiences that are part of the Teacher Education
Program but are outside of student teaching (Example: tutoring,
teacher assisting, September Experience)

Student Teaching (includes Reading Practicum, block student.
teaching and full-day for elementary,, and half and full-
day student teaching for secondary)

Personal one-to-one counseling and adviseme t by individual
college staff persons, outside of formal c asses or field
experience

Personal invention: skill was developed through personal
study, invention or experience gained prior to the beginning
of the first full year of teaching

OTHER SOURCES OF COMPETENCE OF INDIVIDUAL NATURE:

If, prior to full time teaching, you had gained competence in
a particular teaching skill from a source other than those
listed above, write out the source in the space provided on
the answer sheet in Column Three (3), instead of using the
above letter key.
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